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About 
 

The purpose of this document is to describe a Technology Roadmap for the cloud 
computing industry in Canada. This ‘Canada Cloud Roadmap’ will act as a product 
design blueprint for new services that are sold and deployed through cloud providers 
across the world, establishing the country as an innovation leader in this high growth 
global field. 

 

Industry Roadmap  
 

'Technology Roadmapping' is a best practice program for designing and implementing 
a ‘business cluster’ around this principle objective of product innovation, as described 
on their web site by Industry Canada here. 

This is a very helpful resource, where it also includes best practice materials for 
developing and measuring the success of Roadmaps, some great learning materials, 
as well as listing many case studies of them including the Roadmaps themselves.  

The CCN will follow these guidelines to produce a version for this industry. In the same 
way roadmaps have been defined for Digital Content we will lead development of one 
for Canadian Cloud Computing. 

 

Roadmap to the Cloud  
 

In addition to this product development focus the Canada Cloud Roadmap will also 
define a How To guide for executives looking to plan their move to the Cloud. They 
know they need to, they just don’t know where to start. 

This roadmap document will act as a template for others to use to plan their own Cloud 
Roadmaps. 

 
 

http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/trm-crt.nsf/eng/home
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/trm-crt.nsf/eng/h_rm00228.html
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/trm-crt.nsf/eng/h_rm00049.html
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/trm-crt.nsf/eng/h_rm00051.html
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/trm-crt.nsf/eng/rm00370.html
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TEI Roadmap for Cloud Computing 
 

Total Economic Impact 
 

The framework for planning the Cloud migration business case can be defined in terms 
that Forrester Consulting calls 'Total Economic Impact' (TEI). 

Recently Google commissioned Forrester Research to identify the TEI of moving to 
Google Apps, polling around 600 mid-sized firms about their messaging and 
collaboration plans. 

Download the report here:  The Google Apps TEI Report from Forrester Research, 
used to to plan the ROI of moving from a legacy messaging and collaboration platform 
to Google Apps. They describe how organizations have enjoyed a business 
improvement including: 

 

● Break even within 1.4 months 

● 329% risk-adjusted ROI 

● A Net Present Value of over $10m following an investment of $400k 

 

Planning your Cloud Roadmap 
 

For many organizations the catalyst for the switch is a degrading email system 
experiencing performance issues that have become intolerable to the mission critical 
status that email now has for the organization. 

Moving to a Cloud provider like Google can significantly improve the reliability of email 
systems. Read more in this post from Sheepdog: Gmail, the ultimate in reliable email 
for the enterprise. 

Achieving this can be the first step in your journey to the Cloud, and you can then 
follow this with additional steps to maximize the ROI, such as: 

 

● App to App Synergy 

● Cloud Identity 

https://docs.google.com/a/sheepdog.com/file/d/0B5Y-fwYJF2hLZERROXhTTEU5dFk/edit?pli=1
http://sheepdog.com/2013/04/gmail-the-ultimate-in-reliable-email-for-enterprise/
http://sheepdog.com/2013/04/gmail-the-ultimate-in-reliable-email-for-enterprise/
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● Cloud Desktop and BYOD 

● Unified Cloud Collaboration 

● ECM - Enterprise Content Management 

● IaaS / Servers and Storage 

 

App to App Synergy - 

Forrester identifies the sweet spot of "App to App Synergy", integrating different Cloud 
services together, like Salesforce.com, Netsuite and Google Apps. They describe how 
these integrations can create the tools for considerable improvements in staff and 
therefore business process productivity. 

 

Cloud Identity –  

This TEI can be further exploited through incorporating technologies like Cloud Identity 
into the migration process. Forrester will be further adding to this debate in this 
upcoming webinar with Ping Identity. 

 

Cloud Desktop and BYOD –  

Enabling more mobile working is a key goal for many CIOs, who also have to consider 
how to achieve BYOD - Bring Your Own Device.  This topic encompasses virtual PCs, 
how to integrate desktop and device refreshes into the strategy, as well as MDM best 
practices (Mobile Device Management). 

 
Unified Cloud Collaboration –  

Using the Cloud for email, messaging, video calls, .., as well as collaborative tools for 
projects, and also driving cost savings through eliminating fax machines and moving to 
softphones. 

 

ECM - Enterprise Content Management –  

For CIOs addressing their ECM needs can be a very productive area for business 
transformation. Workers find themselves with hundreds of random documents spread 
across email, Sharepoint and other file stores, and now want to use social media style 
tools for social intranets and social media e-learning. 

http://4.pingidentity.com/2013AprTEIwForrester_WebinarRegistration.html?
http://4.pingidentity.com/2013AprTEIwForrester_WebinarRegistration.html?
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IaaS / Servers and Storage –  

As businesses master virtualization they increase their options for using external VM 
hosting services, with ideal early use cases including Business Continuity, creating 
ready to use templates of their applications that can be used in the event of emergency 
or as a burstable service for applications that experience spikes in traffic, like call 
centres and web sites. 

 

Security considerations for Cloud and 
Virtualization 
 

Traditional IT has  experienced a paradigm shift in recent years.  Silos of disparate 
physical computing systems are being consolidated and migrated to cloud-based and 
virtualized infrastructures, bringing the benefits of flexible on-demand deployment, 
optimal capacity utilization, and substantial cost savings to enterprises and service 
providers alike.  With this transformation, new challenges in IT security, particularly 
related to managing the confidentiality, integrity, and privacy of sensitive data have 
emerged. 

In a shared, cloud-based environment, data security requirements differ from the 
traditional physical world of IT and cannot be an afterthoughtEencryption of sensitive 
data is an essential mechanism for ensuring data confidentiality, isolation, and 
protection.  In many cases, virtualized, Public & Hybrid Cloud environments host 
multiple “tenants” in a single converged infrastructure.  Tenants typically include one or 
more of the following: 

 

-       Departmental data stores that need to be isolated, with one or multiple data 
stores requiring encryption with separate keys (e.g., human resources, manufacturing, 
research and development and other sensitive file storage such as company executive 
file folders, etc.) 

-       Multiple applications hosted on the same physical server and disk array.. To 
ensure data protection, one or more of the application data stores (e.g., those for SAP, 
Oracle, Exchange, etc.) might require separate encryption keys. 
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-       Different customers hosted on the same physical server and disk array, such as a 
service provider environment using a converged infrastructure. Some or all of this 
customer data might require separate, per-tenant encryption keys. 

Industries such as financial services, healthcare, manufacturing, and government have 
stringent regulatory security requirements that mandate data isolation and encryption. 
Service providers in particular see data encryption as a key security feature that allows 
them to appeal to a broader base of customers. 

Traditional solutions include self-encrypting disks, storage controller-based encryption, 
and the encryption of SAN switches or in-line encryption appliances. Each of these has 
one big drawback – a lack of multitenant capability.  

A single key is used to encrypt all data that passes through the cipher.  Customers 
therefore have to dedicate the entire physical resource (disk, array or entire SAN) to a 
single tenant. The lack of flexibility and associated cost of this approach goes against 
the trend towards virtualization and cloud computing and the goal of achieving a 
software-defined data center. 

One of the traditional objections to software-based encryption has been that it 
degrades performance.  This misperception has been countered by the fact that the 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) has now become the algorithm of choice for 
hardware acceleration for cryptographic operations in a majority of enterprise-class 
servers.  As a result, the overhead of software encryption is less significant with the 
help of the built-in hardware acceleration. This has created an opportunity for software-
based encryption appliances such as AFORE’s CloudLink® Secure VSA to challenge 
traditional encryption approaches with superior performance. 

As a software appliance, the resources consumed by encrypting software can be 
scaled up and down as the demand for encryption workloads change. When a virtual 
appliance runs on a virtualized hardware platform,, resource consumption can be 
tuned to keep up with busy file server, web server or database server applications and 
minimized when performance requirements are modest.  Compared to a hardware 
appliance, a virtual appliance not only reduces costs, power consumption and footprint, 
it also complements the converged infrastructure’s key benefits of flexibility, agility and 
simplicity. 

Key tenets of effective data security management include ease of deployment and 
administration.  Many existing software encryption solutions require agents to be 
deployed on each virtual machine (VM) containing sensitive data.  This approach 
places an unnecessary burden on IT administrators who must deploy and maintain the 
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agents and ensure compatibility with the applications and operating systems running 
on their VMs.   

Furthermore, the complexity in configuring numerous agents makes it challenging to 
develop and maintain an effective security policy.  In addition, when tenants and data 
owners require oversight and control of their own data separate from IT infrastructure 
administrators, deployment and ongoing operational management become even more 
complex and daunting. Virtual appliances with their multi-tenant, agent-less approach 
to data encryption eliminates these challenges. 

Encrypting software appliances must be easy to deploy and maintain while 
empowering tenant administrators to have the control they desire. This is especially 
true for virtualized environments. The software architectural design must encompass 
these concepts from the start to leverage these key benefits of converged 
infrastructure: simplicity of deployment and management.  

Data encryption provides a high degree of data security, confidentiality, and privacy 
protection and is mandated for many industries. There are a myriad of industry-specific 
security standards which require encryption by IT management.  

These include standards for federal governments such as Federal Information Security 
Management Act (FISMA) Certification and Accreditation (C&A) and FedRAMP, Basel 
III, Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) and Office of the 
Comptroller for the Currency (OCC) for banking, Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) and  Health Information Technology for Economic and 
Clinical Health Act (HITECH)  for healthcare, and Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) and North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) for 
select critical infrastructure. Some requirements, such as Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard (PCI DSS), Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), and the European Union 
Privacy Directive, affect a broad range of organizations.  

Furthermore, the shift from the traditional silo-based enterprise data center to the 
cloud-based (often multi-public clouds) converged infrastructure environment 
necessitates new requirements for data encryption software.   

Encryption software needs to be able to natively support virtualized environments. It 
needs to understand virtualization abstractions and to navigate the virtualized 
components. More importantly, it also needs to support multitenant deployments where 
multiple user data stores or application entities are hosted within a single converged 
infrastructure. Data isolation and encryption are of paramount importance. 
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AFORE Solutions is a leader in Cloud 
Security & management.  CloudLink 
Secure Virtual Storage Appliance 
(SVSA) is an award winning Cloud 
encryption solution for data in motion 
and at rest in a multi-tenant Cloud &or 
virtualized environment.   

CloudLink has been recognized by 
numerous awards including VMworld 
Gold Award for Virtualization Security 
and Compliance and the 2012 Product 
of the Year Finalist by Storage 
Magazine.  

AFORE CloudLink Secure VSA has 
been certified by EMC, RSA and VCE 
to provide a well-integrated and pre-
tested solution to ensure that the requirements of Cloud Security are met. 

 

Cloud Roadmap Journeys 
 

To help plan their adoption of Cloud computing a business can undertake a ‘Cloud 
Readiness Assessment’. 

The Cloud Readiness Assessment (CRA) helps organizations identify which 
combination of these scenarios best describe their business needs, and from there 
define what projects they take on next to start towards their goals.  

These “Roadmap Journeys” define a matrix for an organization to plan what, and why, 
they plan to migrate to a Cloud design and service model: 

 

● Assessing the readiness of your applications to be virtualized 

● Looking for opportunity areas like increased business continuity through 
leveraging VM hosting services 

● Auditing your data centre and building inventory lists for migration 
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● Scanning your storage drives to classify the files for migration to a Cloud store  

● Development of information security policies that address encryption and 
tokenization 

● Automated auditing of your Microsoft licencing to highlight unnecessary 
overspends 

 

How to Participate 
 

The Canada Cloud Roadmap is published by the Canada Cloud Network, a non-profit 
industry forum intended to lead a world-class Canadian cloud computing research 
cluster. 

Via a Linkedin group it is possible for anyone to participate at this introductory level. 
First post your proposed ideas for the paper: Join the Linkedin group here. 

There are three distinct roles for developing the paper: 

 

● Product Roadmap Team - The central team who plan and write the Roadmap. 

● Cloud Provider Council - Hosting providers who would implement the described 
services, who will be the primary reviewers of the Roadmap. 

● CIO Advisory Board - End-user customers who would buy these services from 
Cloud Providers, who can also provide review comment on the product models. 

 

Roadmap Partner Program 
 

The Canada Cloud Roadmap also facilitates the channel partner program for the CCN. 
Vendors who supply Cloud technologies and services can help to define the overall 
roadmap framework to illustrate the value of their products, and these are then 
marketed through the industry development activities. 

  

http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Canada-Cloud-Network-4409017?gid=4409017
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Authors 
 

Neil McEvoy - Neil has a career history of pioneering new Cloud innovations, 
launching his first Cloud Venture aged 28, a joint venture with Microsoft to launch one 
of Europe`s first “pure play” ASPs (Application Service Providers), and many more 
since. Send an email or connect on Linkedin.  

 

Misha Nossik, CTO, AFORE - Misha Nossik joined AFORE as CTO with primary 
responsibility for the Cloud Security products portolio. Prior to AFORE Misha served as 
EVP and CSO of SIMtone, a pioneering cloud computing company focused on desktop 
virtualization. He joined SIMtone through its acquisition of Thintropy that he founded in 
2004.  

 

 

mailto:neil.mcevoy@l5consulting.net
http://www.linkedin.com/in/neilmcevoy

